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The core idea behind Real World Web  Services is simple: after years of hype, what are  the major players really doing with web services? Standard  bodies may wrangle and platform vendors may preach, but at  the end of the day what are the technologies that are  actually in use, and how can developers incorporate them  into their own applications?  Those are the answers  Real World Web Services delivers.  It's  a field guide to the wild and wooly world of non-trivial  deployed web services.

Think of this book as a field guide to the wild and woolly world of  nontrivial deployed web services. The heart of the book is a series  of projects that demonstrate the use and integration of Google,  Amazon, eBay, PayPal, FedEx, and many more web services. Some of  these vendors have been extremely successful with their web service  deployments; for example, eBay processes over a  billion web service requests a month.

Not all web services are created equal: some rely on a variety of  strange formats; others require extensive and error-prone XML; and  still others require a minimal knowledge of SOAP and WSDL. This book  provides compelling examples of the value of SOAP and WSDL for the  client developer. 
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Reliability Engineering: Theory and PracticeSpringer, 2013

	This book shows how to build in, evaluate, and demonstrate reliability and availability of components, equipment, systems. It presents the state-of-the-art of reliability engineering, both in theory and practice, and is based on the author's more than 30 years experience in this field, half in industry and half as Professor of Reliability...
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Teach Yourself Java in 21 Days: Professional Reference Edition (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 1996

	Hello and welcome to Teach Yourself Java in 21 Days! Starting today and for the next few weeks you'll

	learn all about the Java language and how to use it to create programs that run inside Web pages (called

	applets) and programs that can run on their own (called applications).





	That's the overall goal for the...
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The Journey from Manager to LeaderAmerican Book Publishing Group, 2002

	The Journey from Manager to Leader: A Playbook for Success approaches successful leadership from a unique angle: storytelling and sports metaphors. Author William Jones illustrates insightful new pathways to winning in the business world. This book hits a home run for managers, attacking real world scenarios with practical advice from...
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Woven Textile DesignLaurence King Publishing, 2014

	Woven Textile Design offers a comprehensive introduction to weaving for all those wishing to design and produce a wide range of fabrics from scratch.

	

	Starting with the basics of woven textile design, the book looks at how to draw up and interpret records and notation, before explaining how different types of cloth...
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Fundamentals of Ultra-Thin-Body MOSFETs and FinFETsCambridge University Press, 2013

	Understand the theory, design and applications of the two principal candidates for the next mainstream semiconductor-industry device with this concise and clear guide to FD/UTB transistors. • Describes FD/SOI MOSFETs and 3-D FinFETs in detail • Covers short-channel effects, quantum-mechanical effects, applications of UTB devices to...
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MySQL 8 for Big Data: Effective data processing with MySQL 8, Hadoop, NoSQL APIs, and other Big Data toolsPackt Publishing, 2017

	Uncover the power of MySQL 8 for Big Data


	About This Book

	
		Combine the powers of MySQL and Hadoop to build a solid Big Data solution for your organization
	
		Integrate MySQL with different NoSQL APIs and Big Data tools such as Apache Sqoop
	
		A comprehensive guide with practical...
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